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Abstract. Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a core component
of the Internet-of-Things. In certain cases the communication between
the tag and the reader needs to be confidential. Some passive RFID tags
have very limited computational power and can therefore not implement
standard cryptographic mechanisms. This has led to several proposals
where data sent by the RFID tag is ‘hidden’ by noisy signals generated by
the RFID reader. The RFID reader can remove the noise but third-party
adversaries cannot, thereby ensuring a confidential backward-channel for
tag data without the need for cryptography. Although this is a promising research direction there are also some practical limitations on the
effectiveness of such schemes. This paper shows that at least one recent
scheme is vulnerable to data recovery despite varying the reader’s transmission power if there is a slight difference in the phase of the reader’s
blocking signal and the tag’s data. We experimentally verify our attack
and conclude that our eavesdropping and data recovery approach is effective and realistic. Finally we test three possible mitigation methods
and show that two of the three approaches can provide protection against
our attack while having little impact on the bit error rate of the reader
in decoding the tag data.
Keywords: RFID, jamming, eavesdropping, physical-layer security
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Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is one of the main technologies enabling the Internet-of-Things. There are many types of RFID systems, which
cover devices from contactless payment smart cards to item-identification tags.
The latter type of inexpensive RFID tags have several limitations, including
storage, computational capability and power [1]. Given the popularity of RFID
technology in various types of systems, security services have become an important aspect of RFID systems, including within the Internet-of-Things [2],. There
are generally two major kinds of security concerns [2]: privacy and authentication. In this paper we focus on mechanisms that provide data encryption for
the purpose of ensuring data confidentiality and privacy. As RFID uses wireless
communication, eavesdropping is potentially an effective attack to obtain tag
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information and has been demonstrated against RFID systems [6, 5]. In general,
to protect against eavesdropping attacks, we usually apply some cryptography
to encrypt messages that will be transmitted over the air [7]. However, this
approach obviously needs some computational ability, which adds costs to minimalist tags. This resulted in research work on how tags responses could be
‘encrypted’ without the need for dedicated cryptographic mechanisms on the
tag.
Recently, Huo et. al. [3] has proposed a new physical-layer security method
(we will refer to it as Power Varying in the rest of our paper). Passive tags
derive their power from the radio carrier transmitted by the RFID reader. Tags
also do not transmit their own radio signals, due to power constraints, but rather
modulate their response data on the reader’s carrier. The reader can observe this
‘backscatter’ approach to determine the tag’s response. Huo’s scheme requires
the reader to vary the amplitude of the carrier during the tag’s response. This
means that the response is modulated onto a ‘noisy’ signal. The reader, as it is
sending this signal can cancel it out and determine the tag’s response. A third
party, who observes the mixed signal, cannot recover the response. The basic
concept had been proposed before [4, 12, 13] but this scheme used a simpler,
non-random step function as the intentionally introduced noise.
In this paper, we show that under certain realistic conditions we can reliably circumvent the basic Power Varying scheme. If the reader noise signal and
the tag’s response are not exactly in phase, i.e. perfectly synchronized, we can
successfully start to recover tag response data from the mixed signal. Although
RFID tags are generally adapt at loosely synchronizing responses with each other
and to the timings expected by the reader there are in practice still variations
in the response times. In publishing our research we wish to illustrate that, even
though this general approach shows some promise, designs should carefully take
into account the actual channel environments and device characteristics of RFID
systems. Not doing so could have unintended consequences that could compromise the security of the entire scheme.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief
overview of related work and introduces the details of the Power Varying method
by Hou et. al. We then describe how we can break this method with only one
eavesdropper in section III, and demonstrate our attack through realistic simulation. In section IV, we show how the scheme could be improved using ideas
from existing literature and show the effectiveness of mitigation methods on our
earlier attack.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
RFID System

In the Power Varying scheme the authors mention using a 915 MHz carrier
as the signal from the RFID reader. We therefore assume that the scheme is
primarily intended to work with RFID systems adhering to ISO/IEC 18000-6
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(although the idea could feasibly also be applied to 13.56 MHz systems like
ISO/IEC 14443/15693). As such, we will provide a brief overview of the communication channel specified in this standard in terms of the encoding and modulation characteristics of the response transmitted by the tag.
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(a) FM0 Coding

(b) Power Varying Reader Signal

Fig. 1: Basic concepts of RFID tag response and Power Varying

In ISO/IEC 18000-6, the tag transmits data to the reader through backscatter
modulation, i.e. modifying and ‘reflecting’ the incident reader signals. Data that
is transmitted by the tag is coded with the FM0 technique, as shown in Fig. 1.a,
For logic bit 1, we can just see an instant electrical level change at the start of
the symbol period. For logic bit 0, we can see not only an instant electrical level
change at the start of the symbol period but also at the middle of the symbol
period. The modulation method adopted is 10% Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK).
If the logic bit is 1, the amplitude is α, otherwise it will be β. A modulation
index of 10% means that (α − β)/(α + β) is equal to 10%.
2.2

The Power Varying Method

Power Varying aims to prevent eavesdropping by changing the power/amplitude
of the transmitted reader’s signal. Huo et. al. [3] claims that the changing amplitude can effectively hide the backscattered signal transmitted by tags from
eavesdroppers. Given that the reader is responsible for the power variation it
can effectively cancel out this variation and reliably recover the noise. The basic
format of the power varying signal is shown in Fig. 1.b. First, it will choose a
minimum amplitude that satisfies the minimum power needed to activate and
power the passive tags. Next, the amplitude of the signal will increase step-bystep until it reaches the maximum chosen amplitude. It will then return to the
minimum amplitude and the cycle will start again.
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The authors describes the variations of this step signal. In the first variation
the period of the signal is equal to the bit period of the tag’s response. The
second variation uses a varying signal that has a period that is 10% of the bit
period. The basic scheme defines that the changing step amplitude is equal to
the difference between the amplitude of tag signals containing logic bit 0 or
1. In other words, when a symbol period of tag containing logic bit 0 arrives,
the amplitude of the signal observed by eavesdropper will be the same as the
amplitude of the signal during the previous step if the symbol period of the tag
containing logic bit 1 arrived. We give an example of the first variation of this
scheme in Fig. 2. From this figure, we can observe that amplitude differences
between two continuous signals received by the attacker are different depending
on the logic bit carried by corresponding tag signals. For example, the amplitude
difference between two periods with logic bits sequence in 10 is near zero. And
the amplitude difference between two periods with logic bits sequence in 01 is
almost double of that with sequence in 11. This means that if we know which
logic bit is carried during a step period, we can deduce the previous or next logic
bit by the amplitude difference between these periods. How to know the logic
bit? If we observe near zero amplitude difference, which happens quite often, we
know that these two periods represent logic bits 00.
As this constant amplitude increasing method is vulnerable, its authors suggest to use random amplitude. Fig. 3.a illustrates this improved method in the
first variation mentioned above. We can see that the amplitude difference between two continuous step periods has no relationship with the logic bit sequence.
Even the logic bit sequence is 10, there is also a large amplitude difference. In
other words, it is unclear whether the 2th bit is a large step with a logic 0 or a
smaller step with a logic 1.This result demonstrates that the randomly increasing
amplitude method has fixed the previous vulnerability.

2.3

Related Work

There are several works on physical-layer security and cryptographic-less
encryption based on the general concept put forward by Wyner in the 1970s [16].
The foundation of all these schemes are that the legitimate receiver is less effected
by, or can cancel out, noise. This allows for reliable reception of data while an
eavesdropper cannot recover the data. At first schemes relied on environmental
noise, but to ensure that there is sufficient noise to hide the data, schemes started
introducing intentional noise. For example, the introduction of friendly jamming,
where the system could either use multiple antennas in one node or multiple
trusted nodes, could co-operate to transmit ‘friendly’ noise that is known to the
receiver [9]. Subsequently many researchers tried to apply this idea to RFID
technology, e.g [4, 10, 11], where either the reader or other tags would transmit
noise to cover data signals transmitted by the tag of interest. There has also work
been done on how to generate appropriate noise for jamming high-frequency
RFID devices[13]. This method has also been applied to other technologies, such
as short-range audio communication channels in mobile phones. In such cases,
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one device would transmit data and the receiving device would transmit noise
[14, 15].
There has not much work been done on attacking jamming schemes in practical environments. Hancke [12] showed that the natural variation in modulation
index, which derives from the inherent impedance of the tags between the device
transmitting the response data and the device transmitting the blocking noise,
could reveal the hidden response. In this paper we investigate the effect of variations on the response time of the tags, i.e. difference in phase of the blocking
noise and the response.
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Fig. 2: Signals received by an attacker under the constant amplitude increasing
method
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Overview of Our Attack
Adversarial Model

In this subsection we introduce the adversarial model used throughout this
work. In the rest of this paper we apply the increasing amplitude Power Varying
scheme. We calculate the number of steps m by the following formula proposed
in [3].
xhigh − xlow
m=
(1)
αx
xhigh and xlow mean the maximum and minimum amplitude of the reader signal
respectively. x is given by:
xhigh − xlow
x=
(2)
2
We set α as 0.1, then m equals 21. Given that there is no standard prescribed
in the Power Varying scheme we take two approaches. We attack the scheme
assuming that no specific standard is used, i.e. non-return to zero encoding with
basic amplitude modulation, and then analyse the scheme if it was implemented
as per the ISO/IEC 18000-6 standard. In our adversarial model we have one
RFID reader communicating with one passive RFID tag. The adversary is a
passive attacker and only obtains the combined signal resulting from the tag
response and the varying signal. We do not specify the position of the adversary
relative to the tag and reader but assume that the attacker cannot derive any
additional advantage from directional monitoring techniques to isolated reader
and tag transmissions. Our attacker has knowledge of the standard used, i.e. the
communication parameters, and of the Power Varying scheme. This means that
the attacker knows that a step function is used to vary the power and he knows
the period of the steps, but not necessarily the amplitude of the steps.
3.2

Analysis of Power Varying

1) General Attack
We first analyze the scheme taking into consideration no specific standard.
We accept that the method is secure when the mixed signal received by the
attacker is as shown in Fig. 3. We can see from Fig. 3 that the data is effectively
hidden if the symbol period and the step period is synchronized, with the attacker
unable to distinguish the response data as we talked about in Section 2. However,
in reality it is unlikely that the reader would be able to perfectly synchronise
his step function to the response of the tag. As shown is [11], even similar tags,
i.e. same technology and manufacturer, exhibit slighlty different modulation and
timing characteristics. We refer to this desynchronisation as the phase offset, or
offset for short. The result of an offset on the combined signal is illustrated in
Fig. 4, where the step period is not synchronized with the symbol period. In Fig.
3, there is no amplitude change during each symbol period. However, in Fig. 4,
due to the desynchronization, the attacker could infer the effect of the step. For
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example, if two logic 1’s are transmitted we expect the second to have a higher
amplitude due to the step, but ideally there should be an uncertainty whether
it might also be a large step with a logic 0. If we notice that halfway through
the first one the signal increases that is evidently the size of the step. If there is
then an additional increase if the next bit period starts we also know that the
bit is a one. Therefore, depending on these amplitude discontinuities caused by
the offset we can distinguish the logic bits of the response.
2) Results of the General Attack
We simulate the general attack in Matlab. In this experiment, we consider no
specific standard and the tag signal is as shown in Fig. 4. And we also assume
that there is no additional environmental noise. Between the minimum amplitude
and the maximum amplitude there are 10 step periods (we use this setting at the
rest of our experiments). This means that the power signal is a periodic signal
with a 10 step cycle (with step period equal to either the bit period or 10% of the
bit period). The only factor that may effect the result of our attack is the degree
of desynchronization (or phase offset) between the two signals. For step equal
to bit period, we set the offset from zero to a step period with interval equals
to one fifth of a step period. For the step period 10% of the bit period, we set
the offset from zero to two and a half step periods with interval equals to half of
a step period. We use bit error rate(BER) to evaluate our experimental results.
Our results show that apart from the case where the offset is 0 the resultant
BER was always 0 for any amount of offset.
3) Specific Attack under ISO/IEC 18000-6
We then attempted the same attack as in the previous section, but we use the
FM0 coding scheme as per ISO 18000-6. This means there is a slight variation in
the signal when a logic 0 is encoded in that there is a signal change in the middle
of the period, which results in a slightly different combined signal as shown in
Fig. 5. Although this case appears at first similar there is now some uncertainty
as to whether a discontinuity in the middle of the bit period is caused by the
step of the logic 0 transition in some cases. If there is an instant level change
at the beginning of each symbol period or at the middle of the period then the
symbol represents logic 0. If the step period and the symbol period are not well
synchronized, during one step period, we may also observe a similar level change.
We therefore need two steps to recover logic bits. First, we need to find
the start of the tag response signal. If there is no tag signal, then there is no
amplitude difference in one step period. Because we know the time of all step
periods, we can distinguish whether the amplitude difference is caused by the tag
signal or by the power signal. So we assume that the first amplitude difference
means the start of the tag signal. Then we can calculate the middle area of each
symbol period to search for the level change to judge the logic bit of this symbol
period, as each symbol period has the same length. These two steps seem the
simplest to find amplitude differences caused by electrical level changes.
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Fig. 3: Signals received by an attacker with perfect synchronization
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Fig. 4: Unsynchronized signals received by the Attacker
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Fig. 5: Unsynchronized signals received as per ISO/IEC 18000-6
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4) Results of the Specific Attack under ISO/IEC 18000-6
We also simulate the specific attack in Matlab. In this experiment, we have
the same configuration as with the previous experiment. We also do the experiment under one or one tenth of a symbol period situation. We set the offset as
we do in the general attack experiment. Interestingly the results differ from the
general case as shown in Figure 6. Let’s first see the result of a situation with a
period ratio equals to 1, which means a step period is equals to a symbol period
shown in Fig 5.a. We can observe three high BER periods. The first and the last
period happen when the offset nears zero or one step period, which means the
starting point of a symbol period is overlapping with the beginning of a step period. The second period happens with a 1/2 step period offset, which represents
the overlap between the middle point of a symbol period and the beginning of a
step period. The result of a period ratio equal to 10 has a similar but a little different reason as the previous result. The difference is that the distance between
the starting point and the middle point of a symbol period can be divided by
a step period, which is illustrated in Fig 5.b. If the starting point of a symbol
period is overlapping with the beginning of a step period, we may get a high
BER at the attacker. We can observe that except for the area of overlapping,
the BER is 0, which means the attack is a success.
5) Eavesdropping in a Noisy Environment
Up to now the attack implementation did not consider any additional noise.
However, this is not a realistic assumption in real operating environments. Therefore we also consider our attack against Power Varying in the presence of background noise. Such noise should in theory hinder the attacker and the valid
receiver. We only analyze the impact of noise for the attack scenario against
ISO 18000-6. As noise will change the amplitude of signals, we should calculate
the average amplitude to deduce the impact of noise. To evaluate the impact of
additional background noise, we add Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
to our simulation. We set the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) of the received signal
in the attacker as ∞ (no noise), 20dB and 30dB. These are realistic noise figure
in radio environments, e.g. WiFi under normal conditions operates at around 40
dB. We again run the experiment with the two kinds of step period length. The
final result, as shown in Fig. 7, is as expected. It shows the BER of the attacker
increasing but large parts of the message could still be recovered.

4

Mitigation Methods

In this section we consider ways to mitigate the weaknesses of the basic
scheme. As we only analyze the randomly increasing amplitude method, we try
to analyze the random amplitude method that allows the amplitude increasing
or decreasing. We will refer to this as the random amplitude method. Another
approach is to use the reader signal and a phase shifted version of the reader
signal as the reader’s signal. This is similar to the approach in [4] where noise and
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Fig. 6: Results of the attack on ISO 18000-6

noise phase shifted by π/2 are used to hide the data. We randomly create two
reader signals with just one cycle from the minimum amplitude to the maximum
amplitude. So these two randomly created signals have different amplitudes even
in the same step period. Then we multiply one reader signal by the normal carrier
and the other one by the carrier phase-shifted by π/2. We add them together
to form a new reader signal. During one step period, α and β are the amplitude
of two reader signals, and the amplitude of the new reader signal in this step
period can be calculated by:
Amp = αcos(2π ∗ 915000000 ∗ t) + βcos(2π ∗ 915000000 ∗ t −

π
)
2

(3)

This formula tells us that the new reader signal is a cyclic signal with a period of
2π during one step period. We refer to this as the artificial noise method. Finally,
we propose that we can improve the random amplitude method by also adding
a random variation of the step length. In other words, choose the step period
length randomly. We call it the random step period and amplitude method. We
implement these three methods for the ISO/IEC 18000-6 standard and repeat the
attacks tests in the previous sections. In experiments on the first two methods,
we set the period ratio as 1. We also evaluated these methods if the SNR of the
received signal at the attacker are ∞ (no noise), 30db and 20db.
Results of these tests are shown in Fig 8. Thise figure show that when the
energy of noise is very low compared to the mixed signal, the first two methods
increase the BER by a small amount but the third method utilizing both the
random step size and random step amplitude works much more effectively. We
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believe this is because our attack depends mostly on the amplitude difference
caused by the tag signal and the time of amplitude changes caused by the power
signal can be calculated by us. As the first method only change the amplitude of
the power signal and the second method only change the original power signal to
another power signal with the same cycle time, these have minimal effect on our
attack. The last method is also successful at causing the attack to calculate the
incorrect start point which would lead to error decoding most of the message.

5

Conclusion

In this article, we analyze the vulnerability of Power Varying method proposed by Hou et. al. [3]. This method can be broken when the step period of the
signal from a reader and the symbol period of the backscatter signal from a tag
are not well synchronized. This desynchronization causes amplitude differences
in the step period which can be used to distinguish tag signals. We describe
our attack under general situation and for communication adhering to ISO/IEC
18000-6. Then we analyze factors including noise and phase offset that can affect
our attack. Results show that our attack works well in less noisy environment
and that even a small phase offset can result in effective recovery of the tag’s
response. Lastly, we test three mitigation methods: a random step amplitude
method, artificial noise addition method and a combined random step period
and amplitude method. Results show that the latter approach, which is propose
by us, is the best mitigation method. The combined random step period and
amplitude method can protect communication from recovery while have little
impact on the bit decoding error rate of the tag signal at the reader.
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